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Progressing towards 

the Sen2-Agri system

A year has passed since the

beginning of the Sentinel-2 for

Agriculture project and we are

now at the heart of the matter.

After the consolidation of

requirements collected from

end-users and the development

of the product specifications,

the last months focused on the

benchmarking exercise to select

the algorithms that will be part

of the system.

This part of the work is probably

one of the most critical for the

success of the project, as it lays

the scientific foundations of the

future Sen2-Agri system. The

current newsletter therefore

mostly dedicates to this issue,

presenting the benchmarking

concept and the selected

algorithms.
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An objective algorithm selection process for 

agriculture monitoring

The benchmarking exercise represents an essential activity as it is the basis for the

implementation of the system to be developed. In practical terms, it consists in

selecting the best algorithms to match the products specifications and therefore

fulfill to a maximum extent the user requirements.

The benchmarking is implemented as follows:

� For each product, a minimum of 5 concurrent algorithms are selected basing

upon literature review and a preliminary exploratory phase carried out to

identify the most interesting ones out of all possibilities offered by the state of

the art;

� These 5 algorithms are run on a Test Data Set including both Earth observation

and in-situ data and covering 12 JECAM sites spread over the world, which

represent more than 17 major crop types;

� The products are validated and inter-compared using concrete and measurable

criteria agreed before the assessment ;

� The best algorithm according to these predefined criteria is selected to guide

the design of the future Sen2-Agri system.

The benchmarking was therefore carried out in an objective and transparent way,

ensuring the selection of methodologies suitable for a set of sites showing a wide

variety in terms of crop systems or climatic conditions. During the selection

process, specific attention was also paid to methodologies that will take the most of

the spatial, temporal and spectral properties of the coming Sentinel-2.

Overall concept of the benchmarking process
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Let’s talk about it
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Playing Take 5 againA data collection challenge covering 12 sites

In the early days of the project, 12 sites were chosen to be used for

benchmarking algorithms and, later, generating prototype products.

Spread all throughout the world, they represent more than 17 major

crop types and offer a high variety of agricultural practices and growing

conditions. Besides, most of them belong to the JECAM network, which

ensures regular monitoring and collection of field measurements.

Earth observation data as well as in-situ information were gathered for

each of them in order to build the Test Data Set (TDS). From the imagery

side, the TDS includes high spatial resolution time series from 2013,

mainly acquired during the Spot 4 Take 5 experiment. It was

complemented with Landsat 8 and RapidEye scenes whenever relevant

in order to cover the crop growing seasons in the corresponding

geographical areas.

Field data, needed both for algorithms implementation and products validation, were

collected in the year 2013 by the site teams which kindly share them with the project.

Cropland data were mainly obtained by field observations. Information about “non-

crop” classes was also requested to allow a proper validation of the crop mask product.

In-situ measurements of biophysical variables such as LAI was also part of the TDS

when available.

At last, in order to smooth their integration in the benchmarking process, a preliminary

checking of in-situ data was carried out to gather them in vector layers with a

standardised nomenclature along with appropriate metadata.

Coverage of the JECAM Argentina site during the end of 

the summer crop season (February-May 2013)
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Merging image time series to build a suitable composite product
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This first step of the benchmarking shows the superiority of the

Weighted Average approach, therefore the only one further

investigated. In the second stage, all considered scenarios were

assessed over the 9 project sites observed during the SPOT 4 Take 5

experiment, except the one including directional correction, which

was only applied to the 2 sites acquired from 2 viewing directions.

For the sites characterised by low cloud coverage, 30 days are

enough to generate a high-quality composite. For the other ones, a

compositing period of 50 days is more appropriate. The directional

correction clearly improves the products, but not the gap filling.

Impact of the directional correction over compositing 
(top: without correction - bottom: with correction)

Quality criteria used for intercomparison

� The completeness, i.e. the remaining proportion of data gaps

after the synthesis;

� The fidelity of the final product to the image closest to the

compositing medium date;

� The amplitude of artifacts that can be observed at the limits of

zones obtained with the same set of dates.

NDVI Maximum Value Composite 

(left) and Weighted Average (right) 

composites, showing a lower noise 

level for the latter

Processing algorithms at stake

Benchmarking activities related to the composite product were

carried out following a two-step process.

Second, several scenarios were considered for the

Weighted Average method itself:

� Compositing durations of respectively 30, 40 and 50 days;

� A 50-day compositing duration using images acquired

every 10 days to simulate time series from a single

Sentinel-2 satellite;

� A 40-day compositing duration, after a directional

correction is applied to stitch the images coming from

different swaths with different viewing angles;

� A 30-day compositing duration, with an a posteriori

gap filling of the residual clouds.

A preliminary analysis compared:

� Two variants of the Best Pixel method: the NDVI Maximum Value Composite

(NDVI MVC) and the priority to the least cloudy image (Min Cloud);

� The Weighted Average composite approach.

Min Cloud (top) and Weighted Average (bottom) composites for 3 consecutive 

dates of synthesis. In the first case, 90% of the pixels, coming from the same image, 

are identical for the 3 dates, contrary to the Weighted Average results.
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Delineating crop areas in the most efficient way

Processing algorithms at stake

A preliminary review of the state of the art allowed to identify suitable algorithms to develop crop masks from image time

series and to split them into two groups, based either on a supervised approach or on an unsupervised one.

The benchmarking then focused for the first case on the well-known Random Forest (RF) classifier, applied to a combination

of spectral indexes relevant for vegetation monitoring and crop identification (NDVI, Brightness, NDWI);

For the second option, two scenarios were considered:

� A K-means classification followed by a labelling process of the resulting clusters based on an existing reference crop mask;

� An iterative trimming process applied on a similar reference crop mask to get training data, to be used then in a

Maximum Likelihood (ML) or a Random Forest (RF) classifier.

In both cases, reflectance values coming from the key moments of the growing cycle were used as input information.

Besides, in order to achieve a more comprehensive analysis and get smoother results, these 3 supervised and unsupervised

scenarios were benchmarked using a pixel-based or an object-based method.

All the products derived during the benchmarking process were validated against independent in situ data.
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Reflectance values corresponding to maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) NDVI occurrences over South Africa with

the corresponding crop mask product derived using the unsupervised trimming approach
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Mapping crop types using an automated approach

The RF supervised classifier shows as the most promising

approach. However, an unsupervised method should also be

considered as a standard option when the requested in-situ

information is missing for algorithm learning. In this case,

the selected approach will rely on a trimming to define

training samples that will then be used by a RF classifier.

The overall process is completed by an a posteriori filtering,

based on a per-object approach, to smooth out the resulting

cropland mask.

Processing algorithms at stake

As for the composite product, benchmarking activities related to crop type mapping included 

two stages. During a preliminary phase, various strategies were considered:

� The exploration of the algorithms parameters together with the definition of 

appropriate range values;

� The temporal gap filling of the input data;

� The selection of the classifiers achieving the best performances;

� The selection of the most relevant features for classification.

Comparison of Random Forest (top) and 

Support Vector Machine (bottom) classification 

approaches over South-Western France

Quality criteria used for intercomparison

� Recall, the fraction of crops (no-crops) correctly classified

taking into account all the true crops (no-crops) ;

� Precision, the fraction of crops (no-crops) classified as crops

(no-crops) which are actually crops (no-crops);

� F-score, the harmonic mean of precision and recall (target

values: 50 % at the middle of the season and 80 % at the end);

� Kappa, which measures the relationship between beyond

chance agreement and expected disagreement;

� Overall accuracy, which is the fraction of crops and no crops

correctly classified;

� The computational time.

Crop mask products developed over the Ukraine site (top) using a supervised 

approach with the Random Forest classifier, without (centre) and with (bottom)

an a posteriori filtering based on segmentation
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Thanks to the benchmarking, a fully automatic processing chain identical on all sites is set up. The RF classifier generally

leads to better results. The SVM one produces comparable ones only when the number of classes is small, but remains

in this case very sensitive to a balanced share of samples between the classes. Besides, the RF classifier is at least twice

as fast as the SVM one.

Applying a smoothing procedure on input data does not show significant improvement in terms of accuracy though being

time consuming, but this needs to be confirmed on actual Sentinel-2 imagery. On the other hand, temporal resampling

does not degrade the accuracy of the crop type maps while allowing to use the same classifier over larger areas.

Spot 4 (left) and Landsat-8 (right) scenes over Belgium and 

corresponding crop type product derived using the RF classifier 

after regular temporal sampling of input image series

Several concurrent algorithms were then tested during the actual benchmarking, all of them based on a supervised

strategy :

� A Random Forest (RF) classifier;

� A Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with a Radial Basis Function kernel;

� A fusion of both RF and SVM approaches based on the Dempster-Shafer method;

� The best classifier among RF and SVM approaches after a Mean-Shift smoothing has been applied to input data;

� The best classifier among RF and SVM approaches with a temporal regular resampling of the input time series.

As for the crop mask, the original in situ dataset was split

for each site into two disjoint subsets to ensure

independent validation: the first one for algorithm training

and the second one for validation purpose only.

Quality criteria used for intercomparison

� Overall Accuracy (OA), used in the same way as for the

crop mask product (target value: 50 %);

� F-Score, also used in the same way as for the crop mask

product (target value: 65 % for the main class);

� The computational time.

Overview of main quality criteria for the whole test dataset
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Achieving multi-temporal monitoring of vegetation status
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Estimating metrics from a NDVI annual profile

� A Non Linear Inversion of a Radiative Transfer Model

(NLIRTM) - basing upon the BV-NET approach - when there is

no in situ data to calibrate the regression model;

� An On-Line Multi-Temporal Retrieval (OLMTR), combining

several LAI values derived with the former method to get an

improved estimation;

� A Complete Season Multi-Temporal Retrieval (CSMTR), also

applying the NLIRTM algorithm before a reprocessing of the

LAI retrievals at the end of the whole crop season.

In the case of metrics, the requested information is extracted

from temporal NDVI profiles using the same algorithm as for the

CSMTR. The phenological parameters selected to describe the

vegetation status are:

� The emergence date (t0)

� The date of the maximum growth (x0)

� The length of the maturity plateau (L)

Processing algorithms at stake

Concerning LAI, different approaches have been considered for benchmarking:

� A Multi-Linear Regression from In Situ Data (MLRISD), suitable when field measurements

are available;

Quality criteria applied for evaluation

� For LAI, RMSE assessed with respect to existing field data

(target value: 0,75), completed by a time profile error score

based on a temporal window around each ground

measurement to take the most of the available data;

� In the case of NDVI metrics, also RMSE between the computed

values and simulated NDVI temporal profiles.

For LAI retrieval, the multi-temporal approach OLMTR is the most interesting one as it does not requires in-situ data. A

processing using a 3-date window leads to satisfying results.

The mono-date approach NLIRTM remains useful when the multi-temporal one cannot be applied or if the lag between

cloud-free acquisitions is too high. Applying the CSMTR multi-temporal approach at the end of the season could also be

of interest. Both of them will be therefore included in the Sen2-Agri system as side options.

Concerning phenology monitoring, the proposed temporal metrics (emergence date, date of the maximum growth rate

and length of the plateau) can be operationally supplied using also the CSMTR algorithm applied to NDVI profiles.

Monitoring the evolution of LAI over South Western France 

throughout the growing season with the NLIRTM approach

16/02/2013 17/04/2013

06/06/2013 04/08/2013
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Sentinel-2 for Agriculture at a glance
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